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Abstract

A two{imensional microwave imaging algorittrm based on inverse scattering is

investigated. The algorithm uses the information contained in the scattered field to

reconsÍuct the dielectric properties of an inhomogenious dielectric cylinder. The algorithm

uses the method of moments to convert the inægral equation, resulting from the solution of

the Helmholø equation, into a set of linear equations. Because of the nature of the problem,

the resulting matrix equation is ill--conditioned. The matrix equation is solved to give a least

square solution using a conjugate gradient method. The performance of the algorithm was

evaluated by using a computer program to generate the dielectric cross section for a number

of lossless and lossy ørget cylinders. Some of the results are shown as examples. A modified

formulation ispresented with theintention of improving performance of the algorithmwhen

imaging cylinders are nearly symmetric.
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Chapter 1 fntroduction

Although microwave imaging is not as prominent as other imaging methods, it has its

own unique advantages which makes it a promising investigative technique. In this thesis

the characteristics of microwave imaging are further discussed, specifically the imaging of

dielectric cylinders using an inverse scattering technique. Emphasis is placed on the imaging

of lossy cylinders. Although this subject has the potential to have useful applications in

many fields, most of the discussions are presented with medical applications in mind.

The advantages of microwave imaging give it a gleat potential in the areas of

geological, industrial, and medical remote sensing. For geological studies, microwave

imaging has been found to be useful in the detection of mineral deposits. In the industrial

atea, mictowave imaging can be used for non-destructive testing of finished products. In

the medical field, mic¡owave imaging has taken a back seat to the more popular techniques

such as X-ray computer aided tomography ICATI and nuclear magnetic resonance INMRI

imaging" Howevet, microwave imaging does have the potential to be a useful tool in the

areas of microwave thermography and in some forms of diagnostic imaging. A through look

at the medical applications of microwave imaging can be found in I1l.

Microwaveradiation has manyinherentproperties which can beused to detectobjects.

Materials are mathematically modeled with two parameters which describe thepropagation

of electromagnetic radiation within it. These are the dielectric constant e, and conductiviry

o. Both of these properties are related to other physical properties such as temperature,

electrolyte concentration, water content, and met¿l content to name a few. Changes in these
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properties can produce a large enough confrast to show a detectable difference in the

scattered field around an object. Using a microwave imaging technique, the changes in the

dielectric constant and conductivity could be calculated, and this information can be used

to calculate some of the coresponding properties previousiy listed. Another desirable

characteristic, which could be beneficial to the medical field, is the ability of microwaves

to penetrate air and bone. Ultrasound has a very high loss factor in air which makes it difficult

to image some regions such as the lungs. X-rays on the other hand are only lossy in bone

and show very little contrast in soft body tissue since the physical propefty that is used to

genorate an image is density. Although the effects of microwave radiation on biological

beings are not totally understood, it is known that the ionization energy levels involved in

performing a microwave image scan are far lower than the radiation levels involved with

X-rays.

The major drawbacks to microwave imaging are the relatively long wavelength and

nonlinear propagation of microwaves through inhomogenious dielectric mediums.

However, when imaging objects with high dielectric constants, such as biological tissues,

the wavelength is compressed by the dielectric, thereby, eliminating the problems associated

with a long wavelength. In the case of X-rays, which fravel in straightpaths through objects,

the imaging algorithms are easier to develop. Microwaves travel along nonlinear paths

inside objects and create many internal reflections and refractions before exiting the target.

These nonlinear propagation characteristics of microwave radiation give rise to extremely

complicated imaging algorithms.

2-



There are many types of microwave imaging systems and algorithms. Most early

attempts at microwave imaging systems bore some resemblance to X-ray CAT scanners.

Microwave imaging has since evolved into its own area of study, and now many different

systems and algorithms have been developed. New algorithms have been developed which

reconstruct the target object using the many different properties which exist in the scattered

field, namely, (a) absorption, (b) reflection, (c) polarization, and (d) diffraction. The

methods used to generate the dielectric composition also vary widely. Some methods are

extensions of linear reconstruction algorithms taken from existing CAT scanning

techniques, others borrow their theory from ultrasound reconstruction methods. The most

promising and most difficult techniques are developed from electromagnetic theory. Most

of these techniques utilize the method of moments [MOM] to change the integral equation

which arises into a matrix equation. The solution of this matrix equation gives rise to another

group of methods.

The case for using microwave imaging is a strong one. However, the techniques of

today are still far from being developed to a point where they can be implemented effectively.

As work in the area continues more accrirate methods will be developed.

3-



Chapter 2 Background fnforrnatÍon

2" L" Material Properties

The effects and properties of microwaves on materials are mathematically modeled

using a number of parameters. These parameters and their symbols are dielecn'ic

permittivity e, conductivity o, and magnetic permeability p. For the cases discussed in this

thesis, the two properties which are of interest are the dielectric permittivity and

conductivity. The magnetic properties are assumed to be known and constant. In the case

of microwave imaging it is the spatial variation of the dielectric properties, both permittivity

and conductivity, that are reconstructed using the scattered field produced from some type

ofinterrogatingfield. Athoroughlookatthepropagationofmicrowavesinbiologicaltissue

is covered in l2l and [3].

2.2" Benefits and Applications

Microwave imaging possesses a number of benefits which makes it well suited for

many applications. In addition, microwave imaging has some properties which makes it

more suitable over existing imaging techniques for some applications. In the medical field,

microwave scans can be accomplished by using relatively low ionization levels. Lin and

Clarke [4] determined that the levels of energy required to penetrato biological targets to be

less than 10 pWcm2. For imaging iungs, nricrowave imaging has an advantage over

ultrasound imaging in its ability to penetrate bone and air. The most atfractive property of

microwave imaging is the large dielectr'ic confrast among different biological tissues. In

human soft tissue there is only a 27o diversity in X-ray absorption; whereas the dielectric

4-
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diversity of human soft tissue is very large. For example, the dielectric constant at

microwave frequencies for fat is about 4 at the low end and is approximately 80 for cerebral

spinal fluid at the high end [1]. Microwave imaging has the ability to extracr sorne

information which can be attributed to the dielectric constant of the target. Things such as

the concenfration of elecfolytes in a solution have a great effect on the dielectric constant

of fluids but have little or no effect on the X-ray absorption. In the case of NMR imaging,

again, different information from the material under test is acquired since most NMR

machines to date detect the concenft'ation of hyclrogen atoms in tissues.

For the purpose of diagnostic imaging, the dielectric constant of biological tissues can

contain important information. As discussed earlier, the concentration of chemical ions in

fluids has a great effect on the complex dielectric constant. This fact led researchers Jacobi

and Larson to undertake extensive research in the area of imaging kidneys with microwave

imaging [5] and [6]. In a kidney there are large ion concentration gradients between the

different functioning areas. Knowing these concentration gradients and what effect certain

ffeatments have on them would be of great benefit in the treatment of renal disorders. F'igure

2.1 shows an example of a X-ray plate from a canine kidney, and figure 2.2 shows the

corresponding microwave reconsftuction of a kidney taken from [5].

5-
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Fig. 2.1 - X-ray image of a canine kidney [5].

Fig. 2.2 - Microwave image of a canine krdney [5].
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It is evident that the two images contain very different information. In the X-ray plate,

the a¡eas of higher density are more prominent. The most noticeable features are the renal

arteries, interlobar arteries, and lobulations which are made up of a more dense tissue. In

the case of the microwave reconstruction, the different layers of the kidney are more evident.

This is primarily caused by the concenüation gradients generated within the kidney as it

filters blood. Blood to be filtered fust enters the glomerulus which is located in the coftex

(outer layer) of the kidney. As fütrate fiavels though the Loop of Henle, which transverses

the kidney from the outer regions to the inner regions, the concentration of electrolyte in the

filtrate is increased which leads to the large dielectric contrast between the regions.

Because the complex dielectric constant is largelyproportional to'water content, some

researchers have used microwave imaging to detect forms of edema such as the study done

by Iskander, Maini, Durney, and Bragg to measure pulmonary edema [7], and the work done

by Lin and Clarke [4] in an attempte to image cerebral edema. Microwave imaging has some

potential for observing pulmonary edema because microwaves can penetrate air easily. trn

the case of cerebral edema, the image quality may not be good enough for diagnostic

pu{poses, but there is some potential use for monitoring the effects of treatments on a patient

on a continuous basis where running a NMR image for a long period of time would not be

practical and using X-rays would be dangerous.

Microwave hyperthermia is an experimental cancer treatment which uses micro\Mave

energy to kill malignant cancer cells. A review of microwave hyperthermia can be found

in [8]. The treatment uses focused microwaves to heat the cancer cells to temperatures above

7-



450 C where the cells die. However, it is important to timit the heating to the cancerous cell

and to keep the heating of the surrounding healthy cells to a minimum. Many techniques

are being studied which allow the microwave radiation to be focused inside biological

bodies, but in order for the teatment to be fully effective, a thermographic map of the treated

area should be known. Since there is a relation between temperatue and dielectric constant

of biological tissue, microwave imaging has the potential to generate a temperatuïe profile

of a treated area without affecting the treatment procedure t9lt10l.

2. 3. I-iabilities and RemedÍes

Microwave imaging possesses some liabilities along with its benefits which have

made the imaging technique unpopular for most applicationr. T" most serious drawbacks

in microwave imaging are the relativeiy long wavelength which reduces the resolution,

external noise, and nonlinear propagation of the waves in the medium.

According to the Rayleigh criterion [11], and by the work done by Bolomey et al.Uzl

in the area of microwave diffraction imaging, objects must be in the order of I/4^, to I/zX

to be resolved. Since the wavelength of micÍowaves can be in the order of meters, this long

wavelength can limit the resolution to a point where microwave imaging is no longer

feasible. FIowever, when imaging objects with a high dielectric constant, the problems

associated withthe wavelength are reduced since thewavelengthin the objectisproportional

to 1'l G. For medical applications it was determined by Lin [i3l thar the ideal frequencies

for imaging of biological tissues ranged from 2.0 Ghzto 8.0 Ghz. This frequency range gives

a range in wavelength of 15 cm to 3.7 5 cm in free space. In the case of human brain tissue,

8-



which has a dielectric constant of around e, = 30 at microwave frequencies, a 15 cm

wavelength would be reduced to 2.74 cm and a 3.75 cm wavelength would be reduced to

0.685 cm. This means that, theoreticatly objects as small as 0.343 cm (half wavelength)

could be resolved. If this resolution could be achieved in practice, then microwave imaging

could become an effective investigative tool.

There is a trade off for using higher frequencies to get better resolution in some

circumstances. Again, using the interrogation of biological tissue as an example, the loss

in biological tissue is inversely proportional to the frequency. This consequently limits the

depth to which the microwave energy can penetrate into the internal regions of a target and

be recovered at apoint outside of the object. This ümits the ability to reconsûuct areas which

are situated deep inside an object.

Sampling the scattered field around a target is very susceptible to noise sources inthe

area" Some of the ways of getting around this problem are to inc¡ease the power of the

interrogating field, average time sampling, and placing the system in an anechoic and

noiseless environment. Increasing the interrogating power is a working option for

non-living targets; however, since the full effect of electromagnetic radiation on humans is

not totally known, this alternative is not considered acceptable. Average time sampling is

a simple technique which assumes that the time average of noise is zero. Therefore, if the

scattered field is sampled a number of times and then averaged, the average value of the noise

should average out to zero leaving the true value for the field. The most common technique

is to immerse the system into a water tank which ssrves three purposes. First, is to shield

9-



the system from noise by attenuating the noise from exterior sources before they reach the

receivers. Secondly, is to keep reflected signals of the incident field from comrpting the

measurement data. Thirdly, the water provides a better impedance match between the

antennas and the targot. Jacobi, Larsen and Hast provide a look at the special considerations

involved in designing antennas for underwater use in microwave imaging in [14].

The most detrimental property which makes microwave imaging unpopular in almost

all cases is the fact that microwaves do not travel in a snaight line inside an inhomogenious

dielecftic object. Instead, they take numerous paths and ref¡act and reflect off of dielecfric

boundaries. This makes imaging techniques significantly more complicated than techniques

based on linear propagation such as X-rays. Some imaging techniques contained

modifications to cunent X-ray linear reconsfruction algorithms; whereas others utilized

electromagnetic theory in order to reconstruct objects.

2" 4" \maging Systems and Algorithrns

In the last decade, many different types of imaging algorithms and systems have been

developed. Although the algorithms used vary greatly, the systems used for measurements

all fall into a relatively small number of categories. The most predominant of these

catogories are: transmission tomography reflection tomography, and inverse scattering

reconstruction. Transmission tomography is the same ty¡le of system used by early X-ray

CAT scans [15]. The setup of the sysrem is shown in figure 2.3 116l.

10



rotatable

As shown, the setup consists of an array of transmitters and an opposing array of receivers.

This rype of setup is weil suited for imaging throughout the entire target since the

interrogating signal completely penetates the object from one side to the other. However,

for lossy tffgets the interrogating signal may be attenuated to such a degree that it may not

be detectable at the receiving array. Reflection tomography has the ftansmitter and receiver

at the same location and measures the reflected signals from discontinuities below the

surface of the transmitter. This type of system is used in the geological field simply because

it is impractical to place transmitters and receivers on the opposite side of the object. This

technique is also favored when locating objects close to the surface of the target region since

the scattered signal does not have to ffavel very far before it is detected. Finally, inverse

scattering samples the scattered field a¡ound the object and then tries to reconstruct the

dielectric profile using elecftomagnetic equations. In this thesis the imaging algorithm is

based upon an inverse scattering technique.

11

recel v1 ng
aperture

Fig.2.3 - Trarsmission tomography system.
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In the field of microwave imaging, there are many parameters that can be used to

reconstruct the original object. Some of these patameters are: absorption, phase,

polarization, and reflection time. Typically some types of systems are better suited for

recovering different parameters. In most cases the absorption is best measured using a

transmission tomography type of system; whereas the reflected signals are best measured

using a reflection tomography systom.

Some attempts at microwave imaging have used linear reconstruction techniques

bor¡owed from X-ray imaging algorithms. One method which was used was the arithmetic

reconsfucting technique [ART]. A study conducted [17] showed thatART was inadequate

for use in microwave imaging and only simple objects could be reconsrructed reliably. This

approach and other linear reconstruction algorithms assumed that the microwave radiation

propagates along a straight line. F{owever, such assumptions were found to be too

inaccurate. This led to various types of modifications on the existing linear reconstruction

algorithms in an attempt to accornmodate the nonlinear propagation of microwaves 118].

Ffowever, the resulting algorithms became too complicated to be of any practical use. One

of the more successful attempts at using linear reconstruction techniques was done by Jacobi

and Larsen using a technique based on linear FM pulse compression radar [19]. This

technique used a pulse of FM microwave radiation and a receiver which only measured the

signal during a certain time interval. The idea 
"vas 

that the signals which arrived at the

receiver first had taken the shortest path which was assumed to be an almost linear path.

12-



Other attempts at microwave imaging are based on inverse scattering. These methods

used the scattered field produced by some interrogating field to reconstruct the dielectric

properties of the target. These techniques are based upon solving the wave equation inside

the target region. A large majority of these algorithms u¡lìze the MOM to solve the wave

equation numerically. The MOM transfers the integral equation solution of the wave

equation into a set of linear equations [20]. The resulting matrix is ill-conditioned and the

solution of it is the area of much research. In a paper by Ney, Smith, and Stuchly l2ll the

matrix is solved by using the pseudoinverse. Some other methods take an iterative approach.

One method for solving the wave equation presented recentþ was based upon simulated

anneatng [22]. This methocl required alarge number of iterations (25 000 as shown in one

example) to converge to a result and in some casos may not conveÍge at all. Another

technique recently published applied the Newton Kantorovich procedure to reduce the

number of iterations [23]. This method also is an iterative method but involves solving a

matrix equation with each iteration which in the end will lead to large execution times.

In a recent paper by Caorse, Gragnani and Fastonino [24] a technique for calculating

the cross section of a lossless dielectric cylinder was presented" This method was based on

the MOM, and the ill-+onditioned matrix resulting from the technique was solved by the

pseudoinverse described in Ney [25]. The purpose of this work is to present the results of

this technique using a conjugate gradient method to solve the ill--conditioned matrix and to

present the results from a lossy cylinder.
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Chapter 3 Computer Simulation

3. I Measurement Region Setup

3.1.

The setup used to generate the scattered field measruements is shown below in figure

Measurement
Region

ll-
Einc

TM Plane
\Wave 
\

-- 
¿SamPling 

Circle

The ørget in the region is an infinite cylinder parallel with the z axis. The dielectric constant

e" and conductivity o are functions of x and y over the cross section of the cylinder. The

magnetic permeability ¡r is constant over both the target and measurement regions and is

equal to the free space permeability ¡ts. The cylinder is illuminated with a fransverse

magnetic [TM] plane wave with the electric field parallel to the z axis and is incident from

the negative x direction. The scattered field produced from the incident plane wave is

sampled at evenly spaced points on a circle of radius po. kr the measurement region outside

14-

Fig. 3.1 - Setup of target within measurement region.
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the cylinder, the dielectric permittivity is taken to be e" = Êo, ând the conductivity o = 0. The

scattered field is calculated at the sampling points using the well known Richmond æchnique

1261.

To simplify the formulation and to make the values of e, and os more manageable, the

dielecnic properties of the target region are described using the complex dielectric constant

Ç = t,,*, where q* is as follows:

and

where co is the frequency in radians/s. Using this representation for the dielectric constant

simplifies the formulation of the propagation constant. The propagation constant in the

measurement region is

€*r = e'-je"

€'=€, ffid ç" - 
L

@€o

and the propagation constant in the measurement region is as follows:

3. 2 Formulation

The formulation investigated here is based upon solving the Helmholtz equation

inside the target region and at selected points in the measurement region. Since the incident

15

ko = Jø'po, o

(3.1)

k' (x,y) =

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)



field is parallel to the cylinder axis and the cylinder is infinite along the z axis, all of the

electric fields will only have components along the z axis. This simplifies the problem by

changing the vector Helmholtz equation to the following scalar one:

where fr is the propagation constant in either the measurement region (3.3) or in the tffget

region (3.4) depending on what domain x and y are in. In the case of a scattered field

produced by a current distibution J, the following Helmholø equation must hold

lV2 + t?l V@,y¡ = g

where E5ç¿1is the scattered field and J is a current distribution which in this case is produced

by an incident elecfric field upon a dielectric cylinder. In order to solve equation (3.6) the

following similar problem is solved using the Green's function:

lV2 + Ê7 Err^çx,y) = -iaFJ

where G(k p) is the following two dimensional Greens's function

G(ke) = i-n?rPnt
4"o\ryt

and

lV2 + tA cçrp> = -ô(&p)

(3.s)

(3.6)

(x-x')2+(y-y')2

(3.7)

t6-

(3.8)

(3.e)



where -r' and y' are points in the targetregion, ¡ and y are the coordinates of the points

where the scattered field is sampled, aîd $is the zero order Hankel function of the second

kind. Equation (3.8) represents the impulse response of equation (3.7). To get the entire

solution one must superimpose all of the impulse responses by integrating over the domain

of equation (3.7). However, to solve equation (3.6) the unitimpulseresponses are converted

to current elements and then superimposed by integration. This gives the following solution

for the scattered field:

To relate the current disnibution to the physical parameters of the cylinder, the following

relation is used:

E,"a(x,!) = L-rrrr,y) 
G(k"Ðds

I,(x, y) = Uøltò-11t4 (x, y) - tål E,o,(x, y)

where J, is the polarization curent and E¡o3 is the total electric field.

The first step in reconsftucting the dielecnic profile of the object is to solve equation

(3.10) for the polarization cunent Jr. After Jr(x,y) is known it is then used along with the

incident field to calculate the total electric field. Once both the polarization current and the

total electric field are known, then equation (3.11) can be used to find the propagation

constant kr(x,y) for the region, and it is then a simple matter of exÍacting the dielectric

constant and conductivity from kr(x,y) using the relations described by equations (3.1) to

(3.4).

t7_

(3.10)

(3.11)



The first step in solving equation (3.10) for the polarization current is to spatially

discretize the domain of the unknown function Jr(x,y). This is one of the techniques used

by Richmond in [26]. This technique converts the function Jr(x,y) into a summation of

patches in the region which is shown mathematically as follows:

where rz is the number of patches that J, is discretized into. In this case the tar5etregion is

taken as a square, and it is broken up into squile patches with the same number of patches

on each side. Figure 3.2 shows ttre spatial discretization of the target space used in this paper.

Jr(x,y) =lJs*(x*,y*)

Fig.3.2 - Discretiz¿tion of target space.

Substitutine Q.lz) into equation (3.10) gives the following:

v -rr/ 
ling Radius

(3.t2)

\

Err*(x,.Ð = I - f,Z t, *ø' *, y' àH\(koQ)ds
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Since values for4r, andy*lie within th etøirgetregion they become x*' and y-' . Multiplying

both sides of equation (3.13) by a weighting function, in this case a delø function, and

summing up over the domain of the left hand side gives:

where n turns out to be the number of points where the scattered field is sampled. If ttre

polarization current Js is assumed to be constant over each patch, then the summation of Js

can be brought outside of the integral operation, giving the following:

2 E, 
" 

o, 
^çx 

n, ! n) = 
4 L- 

t^7 J s *()c' *, y' *) H 3% e) ds

where p is now

Z n,"*^çxr, ! n) = -44 tt-(r' *, y' à i I rrrn*r^

If the area of each patch is assumed to be a circle then the integration of the Hankel function

can be evaluated to give the following result:

+l,rk Q)ds =fftrçro¡fiçr,"p¡ (3'r7)

where ø is the radius of a circle with equal area of a patch in the target region, and Jr is the

first order Bessel function. Substituting equation (3.17) into (3.15) gives the following:

(3.r4)

2 Err*,çxn, ! r) = - 4à 
rt -(r' *, y' *) 

HfuQøg)ds

(3.1s)

(3.16)

T9

(3.18)



The above equation can now be rewritten in terms of a matrix equation. The matrix equation

representation is as follows:

where

The resulting maEix [M] is ill-conditioned and must be solved using some special

algorithm which can deal with it. In this case equation (3.19) was solved for the polarizatton

current Js using a conjugate gradient method described in Ney [25]. This method is also

described in appendix A.

Esrot - lM],*, Js,*1

Mü = -rfftruræ)4<tæl

Once the polarization crurent is obtained, equation (3.10) can be used to calculate the

internal scattered field. Since the points ¡ and y are now inside the target domain, there is

the possibility that during the inægration the observation points .r and y will equal the

integration variables x' and y' resulting in a value of zero for p. Care must be taken when

the observation point is the same as the integration point. When this happens, p is equal to

zero which makes the Hankel function go to infinity. The integration over this patch does

have a finite value which results in the special case for calculating the matrix for the external

scattered field.

20_
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E{!*(x,y) = L-tot,@,Ða3&æ)ds Q.22)

Using the same steps as outlined earlier, this integral equation can be fansformed into the

following marix equation:

where

Ei{t**, = fYlo*n Js*ç1

where lftt itthe first order Hankel function of the second kind. To find the tot¿l field inside

the target region, the incident field is added to the internal scattered field.

N, = -tfftrUræ>n|ftcæ) iti

N, = -ftWræn?ttæ>-z¡l í=i

Using equations (3.21) and (3.23) to substitute for ESa gives

Rearranging equation (3.11) to solve for the difference in propagation constants gives

Etot=E¡¡¿+E!{!a

(3.23)

Etot = Eínc*ç1+ [N]r*r, l[),r]", Es*t

(3.24)

(3.2s)

2l

(3.26)

(3.27)



Substituting equation (3.21) and equation (3.26) for Js and E¡e¡ respectively in equation

(3.27) gives

ì - , r?. lD{lrl- Es*t-t tl&@.,v1-4)= -ç ' (3.28)
@Fo rl Ñot - Einc*r1+ [N]^-, lulr]- Esø - Ðm&L

where ,S is known as the contrast. The confrast can now be solved for the real and imaginary

parts of complex permittivity by

E ri =*{å .

Ei,,=*{å} =

'Ì

o
@€o

(3.2e)

(3.30)
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Chapter 4 Results of Cornputer Simulation of Lossless

In this chapter the results of the reconstuctions of the various lossless dielecmic

cylinders are presented. The first sets of results presented are to confirm the results found

inthisthesiswiththeresultsofthenumericalinversescatteringalgorithmpublished inï241"

More computer simulations were carried out on other lossless dielectric cylinders in order

to determine what effects selected variations in target cylinders had on the ability of the

algorithm described in this thesis to calculate the dielecffic cross section of the target

cylinder. The different cases of target cylinders which were investigated were the position

of a single scatterer in the target region, the number of patches in the target region, the size

of target region, the dielechic permittivity of a single scatterer in the target region, and the

dielecEic constant of the entire target region with a single subscatterer.

The position of a single scatterer in the target region was moved to all of the possible

positions in the positive y region of a selected test target region. Since the target region and

the incident plane wave are symmetric about the -r axis, only target positions in half of the

region have to be investigated. The scattered field produced by the single scatterer is the

same in all of the cases. Ifowever, the effect the position has on the reconstruction comes

from the difference in where the scattered field is sampled with respect to the position of the

scatterer. More specifically, the values for the elements in the matrices M and N will be

different for each position because of the different values of kop in the equations (3.20) and

(3.24) which are used to fill the matices.

23
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Increasing the number of patches m in the target area increases both the number of

elements in the matrix N by a factor of mz,and the number of rows in the matrix foI by a factor

m. Therefore, an increase in the number of patches can have a large effect on the size of the

matrices. The most noticeable effect is in the execution times which are proportional to the

size of the matrices M and N. The other effect, which is an obvious one, is in the memory

required to run the program. The most detrimental effect coming from the number of patches

in the target region is on the numerical accuracy coming from the inversion of the matrix M

in equation (3.2I). When the target region is decreased, an improvement in the accuracy is

noticed. This improvement is attributed to the factthatthere are less unknown variables in

the matrix equations.

The most sensitive parameter to the reconstruction is the dielectric permittivity of the

ta-rget region. A large difference in the permittivity of the measurement region and the target

region will produce an impedance mismatch which reduces the amount of power being

coupled into and out of the target. I{owever, for most lossless targets the amount of power

being received from the target is enough to be able to carry out areconstruction. It is believed

that the dielectric constant of the target region also causes some phase error in the sampled

scattered field because of the wavelength cornpression properties of the dielectric.

In order to compare the reconstructions of different cases, the following formula was

used to associate each construction with a singie number.

24



where e ät isthe calculated dielectic constant, and e i" ,tthe original dielectric constant.

Generally, values for c",' less than 0. I are considered to be good reconsfructions while values

up to 0.15 ate acceptable and values higher than 0.15 are considered unacceptable.

4" 1 Validation of the Forrnulation

To validate the algorithm used in this thesis, results from a case run by Caorse,

Gragnani, and Pastonino l24l were reproduced" This test case used atargetregion broken

up into 25 patches. The sides of the area were 513A" andthe length for the sides of the patches

were I/3X" Figure 4.1 shows the test region"
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In the test target a single scatterer was placed in position 17 , and was given a dielecnic

constant of E* = 3.0 - j 0.0. The rest of the target space was given a dielectric constant of

8* = 1.0 - j 0.0. The incident field was a TM plane wave propagating from the negative x

direction. The scattered field was sampled along three lines along the top, bottom, and the

positive x side of the target. These sampling positions were chosen so that the receivers

would not interfere with the incident field approaching from the negative -r direction.

Figure 4.2 shows the three dimensional type plot of the original test target that is used

to display the data in this thesis.

NOTE: Because theplotting program used does nothave the capability to label the axis with

Greek letters, the label "er" will be used in place of "gr" in all of the figures.

The ¡esults from [24] and

respectively. For the results in

Fig"4.2 - Original resr targer.

the results that were found are shown in figures 4.3 and 4.4

figure 4.4, a sampling radius of p - 2.0À was used.
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Fig. 4.3 - Test target reconsrruction from [24].

For all intensive puryoses, the results from the fwo techniques are the same. The value for

cr"., found by Qal was 0.09187; whereas the result found here for cr,err was 0.06314.

Furthermore, the final reconstructed value for the dielectric constant of the single scatterer

found by pal was q = 2.63I while the result here was er = 2.686. These discrepancies can

be attributed to two factors. The first is the selection of the sampling points for the scattered

field, and the second, the algorithms used to invert the mafix tMl. In the case of l24l the

field was taken along straight lines on three sides of the object; whereas in this case the field

was sampled at evenly distributed points around a circle. It was found here and inl2Tlthat

changing the position of the sampling points had a drastic effect on the overall result.

Sampling along three sides of the target region leaves one side of the target region open so

that the receivers will not interfere with the incident field. Although this consideration is

a practical one, it was decided for the puryose of computer simulation not to use it in this

instance so that a better idea of the best case perfoffnance of the algorithm could be obt¿ined.

The two types of inversion algorithrns used, namely, the pseudoinverse and the conjugate

27
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gradient method, produce a least squares solution. However, they are fundamentally

different algorithms and not surprisingly produce slightly different results.

4" 2 Effiects of Fosition of a Single Scatterer in a Free Space TargetRegion

This section shows the effects of the position of a single scatterer on the overall

reconstruction. In figure 4.I,theposition of the scatterer was moved to positions numbered

1l through 25. Since the target region and the incident field are symmetric about the -r axis,

only positions in the positive y region were investigated. The dielectric constant for the

single scatterer was taken to be q* = 3"0 -j 0.0, and the dielectic constant of the surrounding

target region 'was taken to be the free space dielectric constant e,* = 1.0 - j 0.0. The results

of eachpositionareshowninfigures 4.5to4.ls,andtheresultsaresurrunarizedintable4.I.

Fig. 4.5 - R.esults for position 1 1.
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Fig.4.6 - Results for position 12.
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Fig. 4.11 - Results for position 18.
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Fig. 4.13 - Results for position 20"

Fig. 4.12 - Resrfts for position 19.
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Fig. 4.14 - Results for position 21.
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Fig. 4.15 - Results for position 22.
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Fig.4.f7 - Results for position Z.

Fig.4.16 - Results for position 23.
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Position

11

T2

L3

t4

q Calculated for patch 17

15

16

I7

18

2.810

T9

2.400

20

2.631

21

2.186

22

2.907

23

2.933

24

2.686

elÏor c[err

The results in table 4.1 show that the best results are obtained when the scatterer is

alongtheedgeof thetargetregioninpositions 11, tr5, 16, and2},andin 2Ito25. Theresult

with the lowest error was obtained when the scatterer was inposition 20" On the otherhand,

when the scatterer was in the interior cells 12 to 14 and 17 to 19,the results were not as good.

The result with the greatest error was obtained when the scatterer was in position 18. An

explanation for these results could be the distance between the interior points and the points

where the scattered field is sampied. As previously mentioned, the radius at which the

scattered field is sampled should be as small as possible. This is done to produce the largest

possible differences in the phase and amplitude in the signals being received from each patch

32-

25

2.351

0.057

2.507

0.r22

2.983

0.101

2"994

0.048

Table 4.1 - Results summary for various positions.

2.985

0.028

2.889

0.037

2.935

0.063

3"003

0.126

0.102

0.011

0.019

0.013

0.027

0.036

0.012



during the summation carried out in equation (3.13). This will generate the greatest

independence between the columns in the matix M.

4. 3 Effects of Discretization

To demonstrate the effects of different discretizations on the results of the algorithm,

two types of changes were made to the discretization of the original test target nfigwe 4.2.

The first set of results were generated by increasing the number of patches in the target

region. This was done by reducing the size of the patches which resulted in having four times

and nine times as many patches in the original test target. This is an important propefty to

investigate since the patch size directly dictates the resolution obtained in the reconstuction

of the cylinder. The other type of change in the discretizattonwas the reduction of the free

space surrounding the single scatterer. In this case, the total number of unknowns was

reduced; whereas the number of points sampied from the scattered field was constant,

making the equation (3.19) overdetermined"

4" 3" 1 fncneased Ðiscretization

trn this section the results for discretizations with an increasing number of patches are

presented. Figure 4.2 shows the discretizationused to generate the fïrst set of results. The

next set of results were generated using a discretization which had four times as many

patches; whereas the size of the target area and scatterer remained the same. In this case,

the length of the sides of the patches was one half of the length in the first discretization.

The last set of results was produced using a discretization which has nine times as many

patches as the original discretization shown in figure 4.2. For this discretizationthe length
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of the sides of the patches was one third of the original patch side length. These two

discretizations are shown in figures 4.I9 and4"20"

l_
l/6Ì,"
-ti-

ï

5/37,"

I
Fig" 4.19 - 100 patch discretization.

s/3r-{

ï

513?,"

I
Fig" 4"20 - 225 patch discrerization.
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Figures 4.21 to 4.23 show the results for each of the three cases. In each figure, (a)

shows the original target arrangement and (b) shows its reconshuction.
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Fig. 4.21, - Discretization with 25 patches.

(b) Reconstruction
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In all the cases, the results show the position of the single scatterer quite well.

F{owever, with the increased discretization, the value of the dielectric constant goes from

2.686 to 1.611 to7.617. Meanwhile,thevaluefortheaccuracyGerrgoesfrom0.063to 0.302

to 0.298. These results show a flattening of the accruacy, or a point of diminishing returns,

in the calculation of the dielectric constant value and the overall accüacy. The reliability

of the reconstruction in the case of increasing the discretization is limited by both the

determination of the position of the single scatterer and by the calculation of its dielect'ic

constant. Unfortunatel¡ a problem with stack size prohibited the generation of any results

with more than225 patches.

(a) Original target

Fig.4.23 -Discretization with 225 patches.
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4"3"2 Effects of Decreasing the Free Space Thrget Region Around a

In this section the size and total number of patches in the target region was decreased

by reducing the amount of free spaco in the target region. Since all patches except patch 17

shown in figure  .l,have the dielectric constant of free space e'* = 1.0 + j 0.0, they can be

systematically eliminated until only the area occupied by patches coresponding to patch 17

are being imaged. The results begin with the taxget region shown in figure 4.23 (a),where

the total number of patches Ls225" The area sur¡ounding patch 17 was then decreased until

only the 9 patches on the single scatterer remained.

Single Scatterer

P€

Fig. 4.24 - Reconstruction of frf t tÆgeÍ. arca with 225 patches.

F
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Fig.4.25 - Reconstruction of the decreased iarget arca with 112 patches.

Fig.4.26 - Reconstruction of the decreased target area with 81 patches.
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Fig.4.27 - Reconstruction of the decreased target area with 25 parches.
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Fo¡ each result of a decreased target space there is an increase in the calculation ofthe

dielectric constant of the target. In figure 4.28 where only the single scatterer occupies the

target region, the reconstruction is alrnost perfect" The reason for this result comes from the

fact that as the total number of unknowns is reduced, equation (3.19) becomes over

determined, and the problems with the matrix M being ill--conditioned are reduced.

Fig.4.28 - Target area of the single scatterer with 9 patches.
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4. 4 Dielectric PermittÍvity Effects

In this section the effects of the dielectric permittivity are examined. There are two

cases presented here. First, the permittivity of a single scatterer is varied, and secondly the

dielectric permittivity of the area surounding a single scatterer is changed.

Varying the dielectric constant has the effect of changing the intrinsic impedance of

the target media. This creates an impedance mismatch which makes it difficult to couple

power into the target. The formula for the intrinsic impedance is

From equation (4.2) the relationship between the infrinsic impedance q and the dielectric

constant e is an inverse square root relationship.

4. 4" 1 Increased Target Ðíelectric Constant

This section presents the results from cases where the dielectric constant of only a

single scatterer in the target region is increased. This set of results \¡/as generated using the

discretization shown in figure 4.1. As done in previous sections, the single scatterer was

located at patch 17 . The dielectric constant of the patch was then increased from q* = 1.5

-j 0.0toe.* = 10.0-j 0.0. Theseresultsforq* = 1.5-j 0.0toe* =5.0-j 0.0 areshown

in figures 4.29 to 4.36, and are suffurlarized in figures 4.37 and 4.38.

4= (4.2)
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Fi5.4.29 - Results from erLT = 1.5.
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Fig.4.3l -Results fromerlT =2.5"

Fig. 4.30 - Results from t rlT = 2.0.
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Fig.4.32 - Results from e,17 = 3.0.
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Fig. 4.33 - Results from er17 = 3.5.
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The above results show a decreasing abitity to calculate the dielectric constant of the

scatterer as its value increases" F{owever, the position of the scatterer is caiculated

accwately. Figure 4.37 isagraphof thecaloulateddielecricconstantofpatch lTversusthe

actual dielectric constant of patch 17 as the dielectric constant is increased. Furthermore,

in figure 4.38, the error cr,err in the reconsftuction is graphed versus the dielectric constant

of patch 17.
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Fig. 4.35 - Results from e,17 = 4.5.

Fig.4.34 - Results from e,17 = 4.0.
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Fig. 4.37 - Graph of actual dielectric constant and calculated dielecnic constant of patch 17.
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As shown in figure 4.38, the error appears to increase linearly with the increasing dielecnic

on patch 17 . Inthe case where the dielectric constant of the single scatterer is increased, the

accuracy of the reconstruction is limited by the ability to calculate the dielectric constant.

er_actual
Fig. 4.38 - Graph of reconstruction error versus the dielectric const¿nt of patch 17.
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4" 4" 2 Effect of Dielectric Constant of the Total Thrget Region with a
Single Scatterer Present

In this section the results from deviations in the dielectric permittivity of the target

region are investigated. In previous results, the target region was mostly free space with a

single scatterer occupying a single position. This type of scenario is not applicable for most

practical applications. In most applications, there is some type of unknown dielectric cross

section which has to be obtained. For this section the entire targetregion becomes a scatterer

because its dielectric constant no longer equals the dielectric constant of the measurement

region, and the single scatterer at position 17 now becomes a subscatterer within the target

region.

In this case the intrinsic impedance of the target region becomes an important factor

because there are now many unknown regions that have to be probed by the incident field.

As the dielectric permittivity of the target region is increased, the amount of power being

coupled into the region decreases as a result of the impedance mismatch between the target

region and the free space where the incident field originates. Furthermore, the internal

scattered field will encounter the same dielectric mismatch when exiting the target region,

resulting in power being reflected back into the target region.

For this set of results the subscatterer is given a dielectric constant of Êrt = 3.0 - j 0.0

while the dielectric constant of the surroundin g target space is increased form qt = I.25 -
j 0.0 to Ê.r* = 2.25 - j 0.0. The results of these reconstructions are shown in figures 4.39 to
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4.43 " T\e incident field is still a TM plane wave incident from the negative x direction, and

the scattered field is sampled at a radius of 2.0À"
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Fig. 4.39 - Target space dielectri c E, = l./J.
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Fig.4.4I - Target space dielecfic er = 1.75.
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Fig. 4.40 - Target space dielectric s, = l.Jg.
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Fig.4.42 - Target space dielectric e, = /.Q9.
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Figure 4.44 shows the dielectric constant of the subscatterer located atpatch 17 versus

the dielectric constant of the target space. The figure shows the value of q for the scatterer

is calculated with reasonable accuracy until the value of the dielectric constant of the target

space reaches a value o12.7 5. Howevet, from figures 4.42 and 4.43 where the dielecnic

constant of the target space is 2.0 and 2.25 respectively, it can be seen that the position of

the scatterer is not calculated reliably. Therefore, the algorithm in this case is limited by the

ability to calculate the position of the single scatterer. Figure 4.45 shows the error for the

reconsfructions when the dielectric constant of the target space is increased fromI.25 to 4.0.

This figure also shows the error increasing wildly for increasing values of the dielectric for

the target region.

Fig.4.43 - Target space dielectric er= /./5.
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Fig.4.44 - Subscatterer rr versus target space dielectric constant er.
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The problems associated with an impedance mismatch exist in the cases studied in

subsection 4.4. L; however, the results in figures 4.39 to 4.43 show that the effect of the

increasing dielecnic permittivity of the targetregion appears to be much more severe in this

section. In figures 4.42 and 4.43, when the dielectric permittivity of the target space is q*

= 2.0 -i 0.0 and 2.25 - j 0.0 respectively, the results of the reconshuction are unacceptable.

In subsection 4. 4. t however, the dielecnic constant of the single scatterer can go as high
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Fig.4.45 - Error versus target space dielectric constant er.
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as Êr* = 5.0 - j 0.0 before the overall error ocr,' becomes comparable to the error obtained

when E* of the target region equals 2.0 - j 0.0" The reasons for differences in these results

are not known exactly. However, one can speculate that the wavelength compression caused

by the higher dielectric const¿nt is creating some type of phase error in the scattered field.

As mentioned before, the sampling radius should be made as small as possible in order to

maximize the difference in the magnitude and phases of the fields measured at the sampling

points. Increasing the dielectric constant of the target region has the effect of increasing the

distance, in terms of wavelengths, from the center of the targetregion to the sampling radius

because of the wavelength compression caused by the high dielectric. Some support for this

claim comes from one case where the reconstruction improved after the sampling radius was

decreased from 2.0î" to 7.27u. In this case, the same targetregion used to generate the results

showninfigure  .42wasusedagainbutwithasamplingradius of LZ)"insteadof 2.0À. The

target in question had a target space dielectric constant of q = 2.0 - j 0.0. The resulrs of the

reconstruction using the shorter sampling radius are shown in figvre 4.46.

Fig.4.46 - Tiarget space dielectric er- 2.0, and sampling radius of 1.2 À.
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The value for ü"11 for the above case was 0.11456 which is a noticeable improvement over

the value of 0.014139 obtained when using the larger sampling radius. Furthermore, a

comparison of the two figures shows the elimination of the false scatterer produced at the

center of the target inñgwe 4.42.
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Chapter 5 Computer Sirnulation Results From a Lossy
Cylinder

In this section,lossy dielectric cyJinders (conducting dielectric cylinders) are studied.

In most of the applications of microwave imaging, the targets involved will have a dielectric

permittivity and conductivity. In this section, the problems created by a high dielectric

permittivity will still exist. In addition to these problems there will be others created by the

loss of the cylinder or the conductivity.

The relationship between the conductivity of a material and the effect it has on an

electromagnetic wave is an exponential one" The following equation is used to describe a

time-varying electromagnetic plane wave.

E(x,t) = RelE, n&x+iat)¡ (5.1)

Equation (5.1) can be rearranged in terms of an attenuation constant cr and propagation

constant p"

E(x"t) = eüRe{Eo e@*+iaù¡ (5.2)

where cx, and B can be written in terrns of the material parameters e, o, and tr I28].

* =, J
þ =* J

";[J * -* ')

rtrl t*+.rl
(r)o€ o 

)
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Using the complex dielectric notation q* described in section

become

Q=aJffi

From equation (5.2) it can be seen that c¿ is an attenuation constant for the exponential term

and that attenuation cr is also zero when the conductivity o is zero. When o is not zero, not

only does it confribute to the attenuation, it also brings the dielectric constant e into the

calculation of the attenuation.

The loss in dielectric cylinders poses a number of problems to microwave imaging

techniques. One is the fact that the loss in targets is proportional to the frequency; therefore,

the higher the frequency of the incident field, the higher the loss is in the cylinder. High loss

factors in targets prevent the incident signai from penetrating the interior of the targets.

Consequently, no representation of the interior of the target will be present in the scattered

field. Furthermore, discontinuities in the loss profile of the target cylinder will create

impedance mismatch losses between the target region and the measurement region.

In the case of the algorithm presented in this thesis, the high loss poses another

complication. In equaton (3.27) in Chapter 3, the polarization cuÍent f, is divided by the

total elect¡ic field Elo¡ which gives the difference in propagation constants or the contrast.S.
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If the total field E¡o¡ is zero or if it besomes numerically close to zero,the division will result

in an erroneous answer. If the attenuation in a cylinder is very high, then the total electric

field on the patches in the center could become zero which would result in the previously

described phenomena.

5.1 Results for a Single Lossy Thrget

The results posted here are from a single lossy cylinder within the target region. The

single scatterer was located at position 17 as was done in subsections 4. 4. I and 4. 4" 2 "

In this case, the results are not affected too dramatically by the increasing loss. The results

found this time, as the results found in subsecti on 4. 4. 1 , did not affect either the ability of

the algorithm to determine the position of the single scatterer, or the calculation of the

dielectric properties of the target space" There was however, an effect in the ability to

calculate the dielectric constant of the single scatterer.

The results were generated by using the same target shown in figure 4. 1" The complex

part of the dielectric constant for patch 17 was increased from q = 3.0 - j 1.5 to e = 3.0 -
j 10.0 while the dielectric constant of the rest of the target region was held constant at Ê,r -

1.0 - j 0.0. Examples of the results are shown in figures 5. 1 to 5.5.
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(a) Dielecric reconstruction

Fig. 5.1 - Reconstruction of a single subscatterer witfr a dielectric constånt of r, = 3.0 - j 1.0.
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(b) Loss factor reconstruction

(a) Dielecric reconsruction

Fig. 5.2 - Reconstruction of a single subscatterer \Ãiith a dielectric constånt of r. = 3.0 - j2.0.
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(a) Dielecnic reconstruction

Fig. 5.3 - Reconstruction of a single subscatterer wirh a dielecric constant of er = 3.0 - j 3.0.
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(b) Loss facto¡ reconstruction
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Fig. 5.4 - Reconstruction of a single subscatterer with a dielectric constant of er = 3.0 - j 4.0.
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(b) Loss factor reconstruction
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Fig. 5.5 - Reconstruction of a single subscatterer with a dielectric constant of r. = 3.0 - j 5.0.

As shown in the figures, the algorithm oalculatos the position of the single scatterer

accurately; however, the value of the dielectric constant is not calculated accurately. For the

real parts of the dielecfric, the position of the single scatterer was satisfactorily calculated.

The values for the real pafi of the dielecnic constant for the single scatterer as plotted as a

function of the loss factor of patch 17 is shown in figure 5.6.

(a) Dielectric reconstruction
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Fig. 5.6 - Real dielectric constånt of patch 17 versus loss factor e , , of patch 17 .
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The graph, figure 5.6, shows the calculated values for the real dielecnic constant increasing

almost exponentially with the value of the complex part. Using an error constraint of +/-

llVo of the original value, acceptable results could be obtained in the range of complex

dielecnic constant of -j 0.0 to -j 5.5 where the corresponding calculated values for the real

dielectric constant were 2.686 and 3.356 respectively. The error constant c[err was plotted

as a function of the loss factor of patch 17. The results are shown in figure 5.7.
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The graph, figure 5.7, shows a dip in the rninimum at a value of -j 4.0 and then grows

exponentially. Since the target space is reconstructed with reasonable acctuacy, most of the

error comes from the calculation of the dielecffic constant of the single scatterer. From figure

5.6 it can be seen that the real dielectric const¿nt is calculated correctly for a value of e" =

-i  Iwhich in turn leads to the minimum value for cr,"o when the complex dielectric constant

equals -i 4.0.

Fig. 5.7 - Real reconstruction error versus loss factor e " of paæh L7.
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The results of the reconstruction for the complex part of the dielectric constant again

determined the position of the scatterer, but the complex part of the dielectic constant could

not be calculated accurately for the larger values. Figure 5.8 shows a plot of the calculated

imaginary dielecric constant € " as a function of the original imaginary dielectric constant.
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The graph, figure 5.8, shows the difference in the calculated values and the original values

ofthe loss factor e " ofpatch 17 increasing as the original value increases. Characteristic

of the algorithm's ability to calculate the dielectric constant in other circumstances, there is

a leveling off of the results. Figure 5.9 shows a graph of the error c[err as a function of the

loss factor ofpatch 17"

s. patcl

Fig. 5.8 - Calculated loss factor of patch tr7 versus original loss factor e , , of patsh 17 .
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Figure 5.9 shows a high initial value for cx,"r, but then drops to a minimum around e " = -j

1.5 before increasing linearly as € " increases. The high value of cr",, can be associated with

the difficulty involved in calculating the values for e " which a¡e close to zeÍo. As the

original values for€ " increase, the calculated values fore " in the target region are

reasonably accurate, leaving most of the value of cr"..coming from the calculation of € " for

the single scatterer atposition 17. As seen in figure 5.8, the calculated values fot e " for the

scatterer fall short of the original values as the original values increase. This in turn explains

the increasing values of cr,"r, as the original e', increases.

Fig. 5.9 - Loss factor reconstruction error versus loss factor ofpaæh 17.
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Origlnal e'patch 17

5.2 Results From a Lossy Ðielectnic Target Region with a Singte

For most practical applications of microwave imaging, the target to be reconstructed

will have to have both the dielectric properties and the conductive properties taken into

account. The loss of the dielectric twgetposos two problems in the reconstruction. First,
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the loss will affect the intrinsic impedance of the cylinder which in turn will affect the amount

of microwave energy being coupled into the medium. Secondly, the total elecfric field in

one of the patches could approach numerical zero which would result in a discontinuity of

the solution coming from the division carried our in equation (3.27)"

A single scatterer at position 17, as done in previous examples, was used to generate

the results in this section. The complex dielectric constant of the single scatterer was held

constantâtt¡* = 2.0-j0.5. Therealcomponentof thedielectric constantof thetargetregion

was held constant aet= 1.2 while the imaginary Çomponent was varied from-j 0.1 to -j 0.5.

These results are shown in figures 5.10 to 5.14.
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Fig. 5.10 - Reconstruction of cylinder with atargeT space dielectric constant of e. - 1.2 - j 0.L.
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Fig" 5.11 - Reconstruction of cylinder with a tårget space dielectric consrant of e,' = 1.2 - j 0.2"
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(b) Loss factor reconsFuction
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Fig.5.l2-Reconstruction of cylinder with a target space dielecfic constâ.nt of r.= I.Z-i0.3.
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Fig.5.13-Reconstructionof cylinderwithatargetspacedielecFicconstantofe.= L.2-i0.4.

(a) Dielecnic reconstruction
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Fig. 5.14 - Reconstruction of cylinder with a target space dielectric constant of t= 1.2- j 0.5.

Figures 5.10 to 5. 14 show that the dielectric loss of target space has a relatively small

effect on the reconstruction of the dielectric permittivity of the cylinders. In all cases the

position of the subscatterer is determined, and the value for the dielecnic constant for the

subscatterer is also determined. The vaiues of the dielectric constant of the subscatterer at
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position 17 are graphed as a function of the complex dielecnic constant e ' ' for the target

region in figure 5.15. This figure shows reasonably good values of q for patch 17 with all

the values staying close to 1.9, but slowly decreasing as the loss factor of the target space

is increased. The effect of the loss fdctor of the target region on the overall reconshuction

of the real dielecÍic cross section also seems relatively low compared to the previous

examples shown in subsection 4" 4"2 . Infigures 5.10 (a) to 5.14 (a) the dielectric constant

of the target space is approximately I.2. It is not until the loss factor of the target space is

equal to -j 0.5 in figure 5.74 that the dielectric cross section is affected.
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Figure 5.16 shows the error for the real dielectric cross sections as a function of complex

dielectric constant of the target region. As shown in the previous figures, initially the real

dielectric cross sections aÍe not affected, but as the loss factor of the target region increases,

the accuracy of the resulting reconstructions decreases"
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Fig. 5.15 - Dielectric constant of patch 1.7 versus e 'o of rhe target region.
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target space has a great effect on

In the case ofthe loss factor cross

Fig. 5.16 - Error for the real reconstruction versus € " for the target region.
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5.13 (b) that the reconstructions are limited by the ability to calculate the position of the

subscatterer, and from these it is determined that the true limit for the target space loss factor

is somewhere between -j 0.175 and -j 0.20.
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Fig. 5. 17 - Loss factor of patch 17 versus loss factor of the target region.
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Chapten 6 Ðiscussion and Future lVork

The algorithm described in Chapter 3 is a very general one which makes as few

approximations and assumptions about the target as possible. This general type of algorithm

is very flexible which is needed in order to be useful in a broad range of applications. Before

fincling its way into any practical role, there are many areas that should be investigated. The

additional work suggested are two of many areas that could be investigated further.

6. I lmage Reliability

In all of the example results shown in this thesis, the error constant cr"o defined by

equation (4.i) was used to gauge the reliability of the reconstructed image. However, this

equation uses the known dielectric cross section in its calculation which obviously defeats

the purpose of using an imaging algorithm in the first place. In some situations there may

be other types of information available to confum the findings of a microwave imaging

algorithm. The different types of materials in a target region and their dielectric constants

may already be known. The range of dielecn'ic constants could be used to eliminate

reconsfructions which are grossly erroneous. This does not indicate how good or how bad

an image really is. It only indicates whether or not a reconsftuction is wrong, but it does not

indicate if it is right. Other types of information include knowing the stucture of a target.

For example, in the case of imaging a hurnan head, the structure is already known and the

sight of an anomaly could be known from a CAT scan or NMR image. Tire position of the

skull and other landmarks could then be used to confirm the microwave reconstruction.

Again, this does not guarantee that the calculation of the dielectric cross section is correct
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because the results shown in subsections 4"4.1 and 4.4.2 show the position of an anomaly

calculated with reasonable accuracy; whereas the dielectric constant is not.

There are some indicators in this algorithrn which may be used to give a better idea

of the reconstruction quality, especially when no previous information about the target is

known. One of these could be the condition of the mahix M" The program used didn't have

the capability to calculate the condition of matrix M for any of the cases studied, but it is one

area that could use some investigation. The number of iterations used to invert the matrix

M was investigated with the expectation that more iterations would be required to obtain a

solution for matrix equations which had a higher condition number. No correlation was

found. Another parameter which could give an idea about the status of an image is the

normalized enor vector coming from the solution of equation (3.21). This vector is defined

as the vector norm of the difference between the sampled scattered field and the calculated

scattered field and is obtained by multþlying matrix M with the calculated polarization

current obtained in equation (3.21).

where

errnornT = ll Ð#f'o - Ergtr,u,o,ro 
1¡

For example, the vector norm for the error of each result in section

figure 6.1 "
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The results do show a general oscillating increase in the vector norm of the error vector which

corresponds to the decrease in accuracy observed in the reconstructions shown in section

5.2 , and thus do show some promise as an indication of the accuracy of the reconsfruction.

Unfortunately, the plot of the error vector in the example reconstructions in subse ctson 4.4.2

showed no correlation between the error vector and the acctuacy of the reconstructions.

6"2 Target Approximations and Algonithm FormulatÍons for Image
Enhancement

The general algorithmpresented here was written to be flexible enough to handle most

applications. There are some cases where some flexibility can be exchanged for better

reconsûuction performance. The rnethod proposed is one that takes advantage of the

symmetry of the target. In the case of asymmetric imaging, the target is assumed to be

symmetrical, and the algorithm is rewritten to reconsffuct the anomalies which are

asymmetric.

Fig. 6.1 - Vector norm of the error vector versus dielecric loss factor of the target region.
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6" 2. ! Asymmetric ImagÍng Algorithrn

In some applications the symmetry of the target can be taken advantage of in order

to improve upon the performance of the algorithm. There are many examples of symmetric

targets where such an approacli could be used. For the most part the human body is

symmetic, oxcept for the internal organs of the middle thorai, such as the liver and the

stomach. However, the upper chest, and the lower abdominal areas are symmetric to a fair

degree, and the head and neck are totally symmetric. In this formulation there is only a single

asymmefic scatterer, and the side it is taken to be known.

The algorithm is based upon the superposition of two target regions. One being the

symmetric component and the other being the asymmetric component as shown in figure

6.2.

As shown in the figure, the confrast S¡o¡ is made up of the addition of the contrast S"n"n and

Ss66. The symmetric target space S"u"n is further divided into upper half, 56, and a lower half

Su. The setup used to measure the scattered field is shown in figure 6.3 .
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Fig" 6.2 - Superpostion of target spaces.
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TM Plane Wave
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The cylinder is illuminated with a TM plane wave incident from the negative.r direction so

that it is symmenic about the x axis.

The formulation is based upon the fact that the difference in the scattered fields

Elro¡ and, Ebrro¡ willbe caused by the square asymmetry. On the cylinder three polarizations

currents are defined. These are J5 for the upper symmetric half cylinder, Ju for the lower

symmefric cylinder, and Jo¿6 for the asymmetric lower cylinder. Assuming that the

asyrnmetry only affects 4r^, then this scattered field can be calculated from the

polarization current Ju and J6 as follows:

Fig. 6.3 - Measu¡ement setup.

where Su and 56 are the upper and lower halves of the symmetric target space S"r"n.

scattered field is then written in terms of Ju, J¡, and Jo¿6 as follows:
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E?"ø = [r,r" 
G(kQ)dso n 

Iruru 
G(kddsu * 
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It is assumed that the asymmetry in the lower targetregion does not affect the scattered field

Elro, for the upper target region. The higher the average loss factor of the symmetric region

is, the more valid this assumption becomes. This is because the field produced by a current

on the asymmetric patch is attenuated as it passes through the symmeftic region and out to

where the scattered field Elro, is sampled. Using this assumption, allows one to use the

information in the scattered field Elrot to calculate the symmetric polarization current

distributions Ju and J6. Using the steps outlined in Chapter 3, the integral equation (6.3) can

be transformed into the following matrix equation:

Since Ju(x,y) and J6(x,y) are the polarization cuffents for the symmetric target areas, it

follows that they should also be symmetric, and hence Ju(x,y) = J¡(x,-y). Using this fact in

equation (6.5) gives the following which only has to be solved for half of the symmetric

polarization current.

(6.4)

Ebr"ø= LG'] J, +LGbl Ju

E!,ot=ïG"l Íu+lG\ fu

E!,o,= llG"l + lÞbl] Jt

(6.s)
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Equation (6.7) is then solved for J6 using the conjugate gradient method described in

appendix A. It is in this step where the benefit of the assumptions is made. The benefit is

that the size of the matrix being inverted, the summation of matrices Gu and Gb, is half the

size of the corresponding matrix M in the general formulation in Chapær 3.

Equation (6.4) is used to determine the asymmenic polarization current Jo66. In

equation (6.4) the summation of the first two integrals make up the symmetric component

of the scattered field E!"6 and is equal to Elro¡ with the sign on the y component reversed.

ItGî + tGaY-t Ebrrot = ru

E1rø(x,y) =
1,"

Jo G(kp)dso +

Ebr"* (x,-Y)

E!"*(x,y) = E?rot@,-y) + 
Irrr*o 

G(kùù,

fi"*(x,y) - E!"*(x,-)) = Ir,r*o 
G(kdd.s,

The integral equation (6.11) is then fransformed into a mafrix equation by the same methods

used in Chapter 3 to give the following:

1,,
Ju G(kp)dæ +

1,"

(6.8)

Using the conjugate gradient method as done previously, equation (6.t2) is then solved for

the asymmetic polarization current Js¿¿.

7T

Joa G(kp)dsa

Elrot(x,y) - E!"*(x,-y¡ = [Ga] J6aa

(6.e)

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)



Once the polarization currents Ju, Jb, and Jo¿6 are obtained, then the total electric field is

calculated so that the contrast vector Ss6¿ and ,S"u"n Çan be calculated. . To calculate the

contrast vector S"u"n, the total elecftic field representing the even component of the scattered

field is calculated as follows:

[G1-r {4t"",(x,y) - E!"o,(x,-!)} = Jo¿¿

Since the internal scattered field for the even component is symmeric, the internal scattered

field, E!#*(x, y) only has to be calculated for the upper or lower half of the cylinder. Adding

the incident field to the internal scattered field gives the total field.

Ei#",(x,y) = [r"r" 
G(kÐds" * 

lrrru 
G(kp)ds6

Finally, the contrast vector S"u.n can be calculated from the total even electric fïeld

the even polarization current J"n"n as follows:

o - 
J"r"n

Ðeven - Erf"

(6.13)

The total electric field for the odd component of the scattered field is calculated by

integrating all three of thepolarizationcurrents and the corresponding Green's function over

the target regions.

aeven-ninf t DêvenþloÍ -þscalTþinc

E'#*(x,y) = 
lr"r" 

G(kg)dso * 
lruru 

G(kùd.su * 
Ïr,r*o 

G(kdds,

(6"r4)

(6.1s)

Eflf" and
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Equation (6.17) is used to calculate the internal scattered field for points in the upper region

and in the lower region. To get the total scattered field, the incident field is added to the

internal scattered field.

E?ot=Eg:lÍ+8i,,
(6.18)

To calculate the odd total electric field, ø!, isreflected and is subtracted from4fo¡ to yield

E?!! .

Since the refection of the incident field E,?*is equal to the incident field Ef*, equation

(6.19) is reduced to the following:

E?ot=nb,iti +Pk"

E?!t =Efo,-E?ot = E3'#, + Ef," - E?il, - E?,"

From the total odd electric field E?!d , the contrast vector 5o66 is found by dividing each

element in the vectors.

Finally, from the two contrast vectors S"u"n and 5o6¿, the dielectric properties can be

calculated as shown below

E?¿4/ = Ef^-E?,

Sodd =

(6.1e)

Jodd

-tdiÌÞtot

(6.20)
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,7:'=x"{&ry *
[^o

",.,even=*{?} =

6" 2.2 Asymmetric [maging Algorithrn DiscussÍon

'Ì

Cf even

Overall the asymmetric imaging algorithmperformed poorly. The only success came

when imaging lossy cylinders which were slightly asymmetric, that being a single

asymmetric anomaly with a dielectric constant SVohigher than the symmetric targetregion.

Even in these cases the reconsfr'uction of the ocld target region was dismal and the

reconstruction of the even target region was not always reliable. The reasons for the poor

results are unknown. The probierns may lie in the formulation itself or perhaps in the

implementation. There are areas in the algorithm which could be changed, such as the

definition of Ei!/ " A suggested change would be to define E?!/ asthe integration over the

odd polarization component Je6¿ only. Another variation would be to use a complete odd

target space instead of the half target space which was used.

e o(d -*"f s,{r, *rt ltt

,,.,odd=*{#} =

@€o

'Ì

Oodd

@€o

(6.22)

(6.23)
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The failure of this algorithm should not put to rest the investigation into asyÍtmetric

imaging algorithms. It is the belief of the author that the symmetry of a target could be used

to increase the performance of a microwave imaging algorithm and that such an algorithm

would have many applications.
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Chapter 7 Conclusions

This thesis presented a microwave imaging algorithm based on an inverse scattering

approach. The performance of the algorithm was demonsftated using a computer program

to generate the reconstructions of both lossless and lossy inhomogenious dielectric

cylinders. Some selected characteristics of the cylinders were changed to determine what

effect they would have on the algorithm's ability to generate a reconstruction.

The first set of results were generated from lossless cylinders. A previously published

result for a lossless cylinder was reproduced to validate the algorithm. Various p¿ÌrÍrmeters

of target cylinders were then changed to judge the versatility of the algorithm. These

parameters were the position of a single scatterer in a free space target region, the number

of total patches in a target region, the number of free space patches in a target region,

dielecfic variations in a single scatterer, and variations of the target region dielectric

constant with a single scatterer present. In almost all of the cases the accuracy of the imaging

algorithm was limited by its ability to calculaæ the dielecnic constant. The only exception

was in the case where the dielecnic constant of the target region was varied. In this case the

reconsüuction was limited by the ability of the algorithm to determine the position. The

drastic effect that the dielecftic constant of the target region had on the ability to reconstruct

the dielectric cross section was thought to have been caused by the wave compression of the

high dielecEic over a larger area.

The most general target studied in this work was a lossy inhomogenious dielectric

cylinder. The performance of the algorithm was investigated using two tlpes of æst targets.
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One being a single lossy target cylinder in a free space targetregion and the other being a

lossy cylinder with a single anomaly. In the case of the single scatterer, the reliability of the

algorithm was limited by the calculation of the dielectric properties of the target. The

position of the target was determined accurately in both the dielectric and loss factor

reconsfiuctions. For the case of the single scatterer in a lossy target region, the perfoffnance

of the dielectric constant reconsÍuctions was limited by the ability of the algorithm to

calculate the dielectric constant of the anomaly. On the other hand, the loss factor

reconsffuctions were limited by the ability of the algorithm to determine the position of the

anomaly and its corresponding loss factor.

The asymmetric imaging algorithm presented had some limited success in

reconstructing the even component of a slightly asyfitmetric target. No consistent results

were obtained. It is the belief of the author that some more work in this area would result

in a useful algorithm.
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APPENDX A - Formulation for the Conjugate Gradient Method

Beginning with the following matrix equation

lMlx=Y

The first step is to generate the first residual error vector ro using an initial guess -ro.

ro=[M] xo-! (A'2)

The next step is to generate the direction vector do.

Where tMl H is the fansposed complex conjugate of the matrix [M], t]re successive iterative

steps are as follows:

where

di - -ftr/llH ro

and

(A.1)

Xn+l = xn + tn dn

ll tvrlH r" ll2+-""'n- iltrul¿,ll'

fn+L = rn + tnllÛ'{f dn

dn+L = tMlH tn+t t Qn dn

(4.3)

(A.4)
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where

ll ttrllH rn*tll2e"=ffi (4.8)
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